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Pt. 1 
< binaural microphones> 
 
This is a talk,  
a talk made up of talk,  
a speech on the topic of speech 
that consists of speech 
it talks about how it is produced and how it is understood. 
 
This piece is made especially for headphones. 
 
I’m speaking to a Styrofoam head 
One that has microphones where it’s ears should be 
It’s a technique called binaural recording that replicates how we hear 
To give a spookily accurate recording 
As if you’re sitting right in front of me. 
 
But now if I place the microphones in my ears… 
 
<place microphones in ears> 
 
You hear what I hear 
And when I speak 
My voice should appear to come from your mouth. 
 
When we hear our own voice though  
We don’t just hear it through our ears 
We also hear it through the bones of our skulls 
 
This is why your voice sounds so different when you hear it on a recording 
Put your fingers in your ears and say a few words 
That’s the sound of your voice vibrating your skull 
Bypassing the air outside your body and directly vibrating your inner ear 
 
I’ve also recorded my voice through my skull  
<fade in stethoscope microphone> 
Using a home made stethoscope microphone 
<solo stethoscope microphone> 
Here it is isolated in the mix  



 
 
<binaural and stethoscope> 
And now if I add it with the binaural mics you should be hearing my voice  
More or less as I hear it. 
 
I’m attempting to create the illusion that you are speaking with my mouth.  
 
That we share not just a language but a common voice and even a common 
vocal tract, because contemporary research indicates the possibility that the 
same parts of the brain that are used to produce speech are used to 
understand it. Speech recognition and speaking are so intimately linked that 
when you listen to someone else’s voice, it is as if you are speaking.  
 
 
 
 
 
Pt 2. 
 
Now. Put a finger on your nose.  
 
Just so I can see you have understood my words.  
 
Its just that it seems almost impossible that these sounds I utter could convey 
such precise meanings. 
 
I mean. 
When you hear me speak,  
If hearing is something you do, 
you hear words.  
 
words are separate from each other,  
made up of separate sounds,  
and these separate, distinct sounds  
are called phonemes.  
 
There are 44 phonemes in English that form an alphabet of sounds that make 
the words that carry the meaning 
 
But when people set out to create speaking machines using this principle they 
immediately encountered problems. 
 
<Prerecord speech constructed by editing together separate phonemes> 
Here is a section of speech I’ve created by recording the 44 phonemes 
separately and splicing the together. 
 



It is barely understandable and at nowhere near the reliability and speed of 
normal speech. 
 
  
 
As I finish speaking a word I am already starting the next one each word is 
changed by the sounds around it. 
 
Phonemes blur together, overlap and alter one-another they don’t exist as 
separate and distinct perhaps phonemes don’t exist at all. 
 
So how do words from my mind appear so quickly and reliably in yours? 
 
If we don’t know how we understand speech maybe it will help us to know 
where we understand it. 
 
Pt. 3 
 
Now 
Concentrate, I want you to remember what is coming out of the left speaker. 
 
<Prerecorded speech excepts from Plato’s Symposium, Aristophanes 
Speech> 
 
Right Channel 
“Firstly, there used to be three human genders, not just two—male and 
female—as there are nowadays. There was also a third, which was a 
combination of both the other two. Its name has survived, but the gender itself 
has died out. In those days, there was a distinct type of androgynous person, 
not just the word, though like the word the gender too combined male and 
female; nowadays, however, only the word remains.” 
 
Left Channel 
“Secondly, each person’s shape was complete: they were round, with their 
backs and sides forming a circle. They had four hands and the same number 
of legs, and two absolutely identical faces on a cylindrical neck. They had a 
single head for their two faces (which were on opposite sides), four ears, two 
sets of genitals, and every other part of their bodies was how you’d imagine it 
on the basis of what I’ve said.” 
 
Now if you didn’t cheat, then you can probably repeat what was said in the left 
channel but if you can do that, you will probably find that you can’t remember 
much from the right channel.  
 
Now concentrate on the left channel again. 
 
<Left Channel: Prerecorded speech, Right Channel: Melody, Centre: 
Rhythm> 



 
Left channel 
“Zeus said, I think I can see a way for the human race to exist, but to be 
weakened enough to start behaving with some moderation. What I’m going to 
do is split every single one of them into two halves; then they’ll be weaker, 
and at the same time there’ll be more in it for us because there’ll be more of 
them.” 
 
Right Channel 
Melody. 
 
Centre 
Rhythm 
 
Now can you recall the tune from the right channel? The rhythm? It should be 
easier than understanding two voices at once. 
 
These experiments demonstrate firstly that we can only understand one voice 
at a time, but that you can hear melodic, rhythmic and speech sounds all at 
once.  
 
These simple tests tell us two things: 
One is that the brain sorts sounds before we are conscious of them and 
directs them to different areas to be interpreted. 
 
And the second is that there is a specific system for processing speech and it 
can only process one input at a time. 
 
So If there is a speech centre of the brain, can we find it? 
 
Pt. 4 
 
In the 19th century two surgeons working with survivors of strokes discovered 
likely sites in the brain for speech comprehension and production. 
 
In the year Louis Victor Leborgne turned 30, he had an epileptic fit that 
caused a profound cognitive disability. Though he could still read, follow 
instructions and tell the time. He was unable to speak, except for a single 
syllable, the word “tan” which he usually said twice and with varying 
expression both in voice and gesture. 
 
He could understand speech but not speak. 
 
In 1861, 6 days before his death Leborgne was treated for gangrene by the 
surgeon and anatomist Pierre Paul Broca. 
 
Broca conducted a series of tests on Leborgne’s abilities, and later when he 
dissected his brain he found a lesion in his front left cortex. Broca named the 



area after himself, he proposed that language production was localized in the 
area of the lesion. 
 
The condition is called non-fluent aphasia and it affects mostly grammar. 
Those who experience it less severely, use only content words without 
correctly ordering them. 
 
Shortly after Broca planted his flag in Leborgne’s brain, Carl Wernicke 
diagnosed a different but associated condition, one where language 
comprehension, reading and writing were impaired but speech was fluent.  
 
Wernicke’s condition or fluent aphasia, produces a kind of speech that is 
grammatical but filled with inappropriate words, creating nonsense sentences. 
Wernicke also found lesions in his patients’ brains and named the area after 
himself. 
 
The conclusions from this research were that it is not only possible to 
understand speech and not be able to speak, but surprisingly it is possible to 
be able to speak without understanding speech. Broca’s area is responsible 
for speech production and grammar and Wernicke’s with speech 
comprehension and content, and these abilities are disrupted when these 
areas are damaged. 
 
So in our search to understand where speech is understood it would seem 
Wernicke’s area were the place to begin to look  
 
But nothing is that simple. 
 
	
Pt. 5 
 
In the 1980s and 90s in experiments on Macaques, researchers observed 
activity in the f5 area of macaque’s brains when they performed tasks with 
their hands. What was unexpected was that these same areas also became 
active when the macaques observed their human handlers performing these 
actions.  
 
The implication is that the area of the macaque’s brain used for controlling the 
hands was also used to recognize the hand actions that they witnessed. 
 
This is the origin of the famous and controversial mirror neuron.  
 
The area of the macaque’s brain that was triggered in these experiments is 
the same location in humans that is responsible for the production of hand 
movements, sign language, grammar and speech recognition, it was Broca’s 
area. 
 



MRI’s have since shown that the premotor cortex of someone listening to 
speech looks almost the same as the person speaking, but only, if it is speech 
they understand. Clearly this is at least one of the sites used for speech 
recognition and it’s the same site used for speech production. 
 
So we now arrive at the end of a strange journey or rather we arrive back at 
the beginning of a weird circle. 
 
By recognizing firstly  
that sound is not enough for us to understand language  
that language is processed by a different system than other sounds  
that the area that is used to understand speech is the same as the area used 
to produce it.  
 
Our search for how we understand speech leads us back to the site of its 
production. 
 
Giacomo Rizolatti, the discoverer of the mirror neuron, describes the premotor 
cortex as containing a vocabulary of motor acts and so we appear to 
understand words, both in terms of comprehension and production, as a 
series of vocal tract gestures. So it would seem that speaking and 
understanding speech are neither separate nor distinct. 
 
 
Pt. 6 
 
So now to better understand speech comprehension we need to look at the 
way speech is produced. 
 
The intention to speak arrives in the premotor cortex, which acts as a 
dictionary of pre-learned vocal tract gestures. 
 
< stethoscope microphone on diaphragm> 
Each gesture begins with the raising of the diaphragm,  
< stethoscope microphone on chest> 
which compresses the lungs causing the outward flow of air.  
<prerecorded vocal tone from the throat plays in background> 
The vocal cords engage causing them to vibrate and produce a tone.  
 
This melodic sound is first resonated by the throat, then by the mouth and 
nose giving the voice timbre and tone.  
<prerecorded vocal tone ends> 
 
<spoken in an overly articulated way> 
It is then chopped up and articulated by the movement of the tongue, the roof 
of the mouth, the soft palette, the teeth and lips.  
 



The complex sequence of events needed to produce one sound is a vocal 
tract gesture, a basic unit of speech and the basis for the formation of words. 
 
<Stethoscope microphone on skull> 
As the voice is produced it vibrates the bones of the skull and the inner ear, 
allowing us to hear our own voice more loudly than others. When the voice 
leaves the body, it vibrates the volume of air between us, altering and taking 
on characteristics of the space. 
 
It is then collected by the listener’s outer ear which channels the sound into 
the ear canal where it vibrates the eardrum, which turns the sound into 
mechanical vibration in the tiny bones of the middle ear, they in turn vibrate 
the liquid in the cochlear. Deep in the cochlear is the organ of Corti whose fine 
hairs finally convert the vibration in the liquid into the nerve impulses that we 
perceive as sound. 
 
The sound enters the brain where, if it is recognised as speech, it returns to 
the pre motor cortex and is matched against the dictionary of vocal tract 
gestures and the pre motor cortex fires in the same way as it does when one 
is speaking. 
 
To understand a word we silently mimic the act of speaking that word.  
 
< binaural mics> 
When I speak, my voice inhabits your body. It manipulates your vocal tract at 
a distance and when you speak to me you command my voice too.  
 
In conversation, each speaker takes turns in controlling the voice of the other.  
 
The voice is often associated with identity. Metaphorically the voice is 
synonymous with the expression of ones-self and sonically each voice is as 
unique as a fingerprint. Yet the mirror neuron gives the voice more than one 
owner.  
 
And in conversation the ownership of the voice is passed back and forth.  We 
witness how friends end up sharing slang, accents and affectations. How 
speech is tailored to the listener and infects their brain. How people are talked 
into or out of things.  
 
With time each conversational pair progresses into forming a being, a being 
that takes turns speaking with the voice of each individual.  
 
<prerecorded > 
…each person’s shape was complete: they were round, with their backs and 
sides forming a circle. They had four hands and the same number of legs, and 
two absolutely identical faces on a cylindrical neck. They had a single head 
for their two faces (which were on opposite sides), four ears, two sets of 
genitals, and every other part of their bodies was how you’d imagine it on the 



basis of what I’ve said. 
 
So 
Now, tell me, with my own voice,  
That we are complete again 
That we are round,  
that our backs and sides form a circle once more.  
 
Tell me with my voice 
We have four hands and four legs,  
and two absolutely identical faces on one cylindrical neck.  
 
Tell me we have  
a single head for our two faces  
four ears, four eyes 
and two throats. 
 
Tell me with my voice and I will understand it with yours. 
 
 
 


